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In "Before You Do," bestselling author T.D. Jakes turns his attention and teachings to the topic of

relationships and the issues that need to be resolved by incorporating the spiritual and

psychological tools that will help you reevaluate and reposition yourself.  Relationship decisions

come down to five crucial components, according to Bishop Jakes:  Research gathering information

and collecting data Roadwork removing obstacles and clearing the path Rewards listing choices

and imaging their consequences Revelation narrowing your options and making your selection

Rearview looking back and adjusting as necessary to stay on course  "Before You Do" gets you on

the right track to making decisions that youOll be proud of for the rest of your life. He gives you

insight on how to reflect, discern, and decide the next step to take to have a strong and enduring

love, marriage, and family.  The Bishop takes a spiritual and practical approach to inherently

emotional issues such as the outside influences on our relationships, e.g., in-laws, friends, and

former spouses; coping with anger; parenting; financial concerns; negotiating high-profile lives; and

so many more of the issues people face every day. His special brand of counseling and teaching

appeals to the faith-based community and beyond, reaching millions who receive his wisdom in all

media, especially books."
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Making Great Decisions is written to guide readers into realistic expectations towards your

relationships and researching who they really truly are. People will always reveal and display their

feelings through their thoughts, words, behaviors, and actions. Bishop Jakes is a firm believer in



asking the important questions and then weighing the response we receive in our relationships.

Often times we fail to ask our dating partners the right kind of questions, then we are shocked when

later they share their own opinions and ideas in marriage. It's critical that we must accept

responsibility for where we are currently in life and not to easily shift the blame to our parents or our

spouse. Blaming doesn't help our relationships improve it only hinders our personal growth process.

One of the essentials before we date is to deal with our own hurts, disappointments, regrets, and

pain from past experiences and relationships. Freedom comes when we heal and let go of the need

to justify and reimburse our deepest pain. It's vital in realizing that the new relationship can't fix the

old relationship issues. Don't take out your frustration on the people who didn't cause the harm to

you in the first place! Bishop Jakes described that many people are wearing emotional condoms to

protect themselves from future hurts and disappointments. As we get older it tends to get harder

and harder to fall in love again. This book provides the fundamental keys for entering dating,

marriage, having children, career, buying a house, and many other helpful tools. This book also

contained twenty questions to ask before you get engaged.I would recommend this life enhancing

relationship book to anyone thinking about dating and is planning on getting married someday.
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